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QUESTION 1

Which of the following describes an attack where false Data Link Layer information is sent to a victim host to redirect
packets to the attacker\\'s host on the same subnet? 

A. HTTPS man in the middle 

B. ARP cache poisoning 

C. DNS spoofing 

D. Pass the hash attack 

Correct Answer: B 

The ARP cache of a host keeps the mappings of the IP addresses -> MAC addresses (which are at the Data Link
Layer). ARP cache poisoning (aka ARP spoofing) is where an attacker sends gratuitous ARP responses to the victim
host, which fills their cache, and lies to the victim about which IP address is mapped to which MAC address. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following types of attacks is mounted with the objective of causing a negative impact on the performance of
a computer or network? 

A. Vulnerability attack 

B. Man-in-the-middle attack 

C. Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack 

D. Impersonation attack 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

With the screenshot below, what is the penetration tester likely looking for? 
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A. Lists of current probable usernames 

B. Information that may have been deleted from the site 

C. Information on how the company processes system backups 

D. A list of currently installed applications on the company website 

Correct Answer: B 

The screen is of an archive.org snapshot that the Wayback Machine located at www.archive.org has more thorough
archives, which also include old views of various websites. This site features cached pages from billions of web pages
for the last several years, including multiple views over time of each site. 

 

QUESTION 4

An attacker is attempting to sniff packets on a switched network. He has forced his network interface to run in
promiscuous mode, and set up IP forwarding on his machine. All packets transmitted to his machine will be forwarded to
the network\\'s default gateway. 

What should the attacker do next to sniff packets coming from a victim\\'s machine? 

A. Send a spoofed DNS response to the victim 
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B. Change the attacker\\'s IP address to match that of the victim 

C. Send a series of RST packets to the victim machine D. Send a gratuitous ARP reply to the victim machine 

Correct Answer: D 

The technique outlined in this question is ARP cache poisoning. The attacker would send a gratuitous ARP to the victim
machine, mapping the default gateway\\'s IP address to the attacker\\'s MAC address. As packets come through his
computer, they are sniffed and forwarded to the legitimate default gateway. Changing the attacker\\'s IP address to
match that of the victim would simply create an IP address conflict, and would not enable the attacker to sniff traffic
originating from the victim\\'s computer. Sending a series of RST packets or a spoofed DNS response to the victim
would no enable the attacker to sniff packets. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is one of the fields that Covert TCP uses to transmit data? 

A. IP Options 

B. Urgent Pointer 

C. IP Identification 

D. Code Bits 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following devices would return information about internal targets during an ACK scan? 

A. A firewall that does not monitor the connection state of an inbound packet 

B. A web-proxy that allows only outbound connections over tcp/8080 

C. An IDS connected to a mirror port of the border router 

D. A border device that drops inbound connections that use a flag other than SYN 

Correct Answer: A 

An ACK scan is particularly useful in getting through simple router-based firewalls. If a router allows "established"
connections in (and is not using any stateful inspection), an attacker can use ACK scans to send packets into the
network. A border device (firewall, advanced router, etc.) that requires state for inbound connections will be definition
drop inbound packets with the ACK flag, negating the effectiveness of an ACK scan. A web-proxy that only allows
outbound connections will ignore an ACK scan. An IDS connected to a mirror port does not have an IP address to target
with an ACK scan nor is there anything "behind the IDS" to map. 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following statements about a Trojan horse are true? Each correct answer represents a complete solution.
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(Choose two.) 

A. It is a macro or script that attaches itself to a file or template. 

B. The writers of a Trojan horse can use it later to gain unauthorized access to a computer. 

C. It is a malicious software program code that resembles another normal program. 

D. It infects the boot record on hard disks and floppy disks. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following tools is used for port scanning? 

A. NSLOOKUP 

B. NETSH 

C. Nmap 

D. L0phtcrack 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) spoofing, also known as ARP poisoning or ARP Poison Routing (APR), is a
technique used to attack an Ethernet wired or wireless network. ARP spoofing may allow an attacker to sniff data
frames on a local area network (LAN), modify the traffic, or stop the traffic altogether. The principle of ARP spoofing is to
send fake ARP messages to an Ethernet LAN. What steps can be used as a countermeasure of ARP spoofing? Each
correct answer represents a complete solution. (Choose all that apply.) 

A. Using smash guard utility 

B. Using ARP Guard utility 

C. Using static ARP entries on servers, workstation and routers 

D. Using ARP watch utility 

E. Using IDS Sensors to check continually for large amount of ARP traffic on local subnets 

Correct Answer: BCDE 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following commands can be used for port scanning? 
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A. nc -t 

B. nc -z 

C. nc -w 

D. nc -g 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Examine the packet capture below. What can be determined based on the packet information? 

A. The host 74.125.226.112 is being scanned as the source port keeps changing. 

B. The packets are an invalid length of 62 bits. 

C. The packet is source routed through the host at 10.0.1.1. 

D. The data contained in the packet is encrypted. 

Correct Answer: C 

This data is an example of a source routed packet which is being forced through the host at 10.0.1.1. The command
hping3 74.125.226.112 -I eth0 --ssrr 10.0.1.1 was used to create the packet. As a result, the host is not being scanned
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and the packet length describes the size of the frame captured by wireshark and is 62 bytes or 496 bits. The hex data
that is displayed in the example is only of the header for the packet and does not describe the payload or any other
encrypted medium. 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following tools uses common UNIX/Linux tools like the strings and grep commands to search core system
programs for signatures of the rootkits? 

A. rkhunter 

B. OSSEC 

C. chkrootkit 

D. Blue Pill 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Network mapping provides a security testing team with a blueprint of the organization. Which of the following steps is
NOT a part of manual network mapping? 

A. Gathering private and public IP addresses 

B. Collecting employees information 

C. Banner grabbing 

D. Performing Neotracerouting 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Roman Enterprises\\' network perimeter and internal servers are suspected to have been compromised by an advanced
attacker over a period of several weeks. Which of the following should the lead investigator recommend for incident
response team communications? 

A. Third-party webmail accessed from the corporate network via reformatted laptops 

B. Voice calls on mobile devices over a third-party carrier network 

C. Digitally signed instant messages over the corporate network 

D. Work email accessed via the web from the incident handlers\\' personal computers 

Correct Answer: B 

In this incident, cellular phones on a third-party provider network are the best choice. They are highly unlikely to be
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compromised by the attacker. Corporate email, instant messages (even digitally signed ones), and the corporate
network (by way of the perimeter) have been compromised, so messages may be intercepted. 

 

QUESTION 15

Andrew, a bachelor student of Faulkner University, creates a gmail account. He uses \\'Faulkner\\' as the password for
the gmail account. After a few days, he starts receiving a lot of e-mails stating that his gmail account has been hacked.
He also finds that some of his important mails have been deleted by someone. Which of the following methods has the
attacker used to crack Andrew\\'s password? Each correct answer represents a complete solution. (Choose all that
apply.) 

A. Denial-of-service (DoS) attack 

B. Zero-day attack 

C. Brute force attack 

D. Social engineering 

E. Buffer-overflow attack 

F. Rainbow attack 

G. Password guessing 

H. Dictionary-based attack 

Correct Answer: CDFGH 
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